**MEDIEVAL CASTLE ATTACK PLAN**

**Your Task:** Create an attack plan for a castle (In pairs or individually)

1. Decide which type of castle you are going to attack.
2. Based on the type of castle and its weaknesses, decide which **weapons** and supplies you will need, as well as how big of an army (use the handout provided, or your phone to research).
3. Create your attack plan (must include some drawing and some text/labels describing the plan).

**Criteria:**

- Shows or describes the **type of castle** you are attacking, as well as the surrounding area
- Uses **realistic, historically accurate weapons**
- Includes some **images** (drawings) as well as some writing or labels to describe the plan
- Plan is logical and shows understanding of Medieval castles and weapons

**Brainstorm space:** (draw/write your final attack plan on the blank sheet of paper provided)